Industry redeﬁned
Industry convergence is the disruptive
blurring of two or more previously distinct
industries and sets of participants
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Disruptive convergence redeﬁnes the “invaded” industry
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The converged industry is redeﬁned,
becoming something altogether different.

The three drivers of convergence
b. The role of customer

Technology companies — both start-ups and big tech
companies — are disrupting industry spaces and
uprooting incumbents

Digital technologies have given consumers:
Democratized access to information
More informed decision-making

Tech company advantages:
Growing software content of products
and services

Empowered consumers with more choices:

Substitution of digital platforms for
physical world ecosystems

Eliminate industry boundaries
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Become center of evolving industries

Example: Industry redeﬁned
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Redeﬁne what’s valued

Traditional industries with high customer pain points
are vulnerable to convergence

Example: Industry redeﬁned
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a. The role of technology
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Who will “own” or be
part of the mobility
industry — moving
goods and people — of
tomorrow?
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c. The role of ecosystems
The world faces big global challenges …
Gender disparity

Rising health care costs

Climate change

Massive urbanization

Income inequality

… beyond the scope of any single organization or industry to address effectively, causing the future of competition to shift.
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Consumers

Reduced pain points and
superior solutions and
experiences

New cross-industry
opportunities; option to
Incumbents acquire or partner with new
competition; business model
reinvention

Entrepreneurs

Lower barriers to entry

Society

Potential to leverage collective
cross-discipline intelligence to
solve global problems

Source: Don Butler, Ford Motor Company, Digital Transformation and the Automotive Industry, CXO Talk, 8 May 2015,
https://www.cxotalk.com/connected-vehicles-automobiles-technology-platform-don-butler-ford.
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The upside of convergence

